GENERATING SYNTHETIC IMAGES
- 'THE IMAGES SYSTEM'
Svein Nordbotten1

Abstract: The IMAGES system generates synthetic images for investigating
training and testing algorithms in Artificial Neural Network models (ANN).
The system permits the user to choose generation of images with different
aaracteristics. Images can also be distorted by noise to test the recognition
ability of an ANN being studied. The outcome of the generation processes can
be measured and tested.
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1. Purpose
Interpretation and categorization of images is part of many information
system tasks. Automatic interpretation is desirable because of image complexity and processing speed and consistency requirements. Images range from
the representation of rather simple one-dimensional objects with binary values
to complex multi-dimensional objects with a wide range of values. Examples
are representations of integers and of three-dimensional objects represented by
a vector with binary values and a multi-dimensional array with real number
lements.
Numerous artificial neural network architectures and algorithms have been
developed for automatic learning, interpretation and categorization of image
representations. Guidelines to choose among the alternative possibilities are
needed. Such guidelines can be obtained by systematic empirical investigation
of different ANN architectures and algorithms. However, empirical evaluation
of network performances requires available and satisfactory samples of image
representations for learning and testing the ANN. In many practical situations, a knowledge about the characteristics of the domains of images may
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exist in the form of informal experience, but not as sample cases. If samples
of images exist, they may not be representative and large enough to permit
realistic training and testing.
A solution for the researcher can then be to use samples of images generated from probability distributions reflecting the available general knowledge
of the image domain. In other words, it may be less difficult to translate the
unformal, complex domain knowledge into a small set of probability distribution parameters than into a large number of image examples each composed
by hundreds or thousands of pixels.
If an ANN network has been designed to solve problems represented by
images, images generated from a probability distribution comprising the general characteristics known about the image domain can be a convenient means
for testing different properties and suitability of the considered ANN.
In the present paper, a system named IMAGES, for generating synthetic
images is presented. The problems considered are limited to a set of two
dimensional images each represented as 'black' dots in a grid of initially 'white'
locations. The solutions are a many-to-one mapping from the set of images to
a set of categories. No formal classification rules exist for this mapping, but
existing informal knowledge is used for specification of a probability function.
The model is used to generate samples of synthetic observations together with
their correct respective categories.

2. Statistical Model
An image is a grid of locations with a pattern consisting of one or more
black dots. The remaining locations of the image are white. A pattern can
be composed of one or more objects. Each object consists of a path of at
least three dots. A path is a sequence of dots, d[0],d[l],...,d[i],...d[n], where
dot i+1 and/or dot i-1 are neighbours to dot i. Neighbours are dots with no
grid location between them. Paths are restricted to the grid.
The main objectives of IMAGES is to generate files of images. There are
two modules in the system which control image generation. The first generates
a file of statistically independent images. The second module transformes
already existing images to a new file of distorted images which are modified
by a given noise factor.
2.1 Model for generating a file of independent images
The statistical model for generating an image can be described as:
a. A grid consisting of ROWS*COLUMNS locations of which all or some
may be white. Each grid location has an equal probability to be drawn :>s the
first dot, d[0], of the image.
b. A dot may have from 3 to 8 neighbour locations depending on whether
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it is located in a corner, on an edge or within the grid. Each neighbour has
an equal probability to become the second dot, d[l].
c. Dot d[l] may also have from 3 to 8 neighbours. Each neighbour is identified in relation to the direction from dot[0] to d[l]. The neighbour on the
directed line from d[0] through d[l] is called the forward neighbour location,
the remaining locations are the forward- right, the right, the backward-right,
the backward, the backward-left, the left and the forward-left locations. The
neighbouring locations have specified probabilities to be drawn as dot d[2].
If [d] 1] is on a grid edge, the probabilities corresponding to the non-existing
neighbours will be 0, and the probabilities of the remaining neighbours will
be increased by the same percentage in such a way that their sum equals 1.
T
-^ general, the neighbours of dot d[i] are identified in the same way, and their
r.obabilities to become dot[i+l] are the same as for the neighbours of dot
d. The object termination probability specifies the probability that there
will be no more dots in the object. The object termination probability is by
definition 0 after the first and second dot which means that all objects must
contain at least three dots. A maximum number of dots can be specified and
different restrictions on the path can be specified.
e. If the image can have more than one object, the process a. to d. is
repeated for the next object. An image termination probability specifies the
probability that no more objects will be generated in the image. A maximum
number of objects per image can be specified.
f. When the generation of objects is terminated the whole process is repeated for the next image.
The object paths can be restricted in different ways. As already mentioned
it cannot cross the border of the grid, but it can be allowed to 'bounce' when
encountering a border, or alternatively it terminates when meeting a border.
In a similar way, the path can be permitted to cross, bounce or terminate
'en it meets itself or another path. The neighbour probabilites are adjusted
accordingly.
2.2 Model for generating files of distorted images
A distorted image is an image which is generated from a given image
to which noise is added. Two types of noise, 'black' and 'white' noise, are
recognised. Black noise can change a white grid location of the initial image
to a black dot, while white noise transforms a black dot of the initial image
to a white location in the distorted image.
The generation of distorted images can be outlined as:
a. An initial image has ROWS+COLUMNS locations each denoted by b[i j].
A probability that a white location b[i j] will be copied as a black dot c[i j] in
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a distorted image and a probability that a black dot in b[i j] will be copied as
a white location in c[ij] can be specified. These probabilities determine the
generation of a distorted image.
b. A copying termination probability can be specified and determines after
the first distorted copy whether an another distorted copy of the initial images shall be generated. A maximum number of distorted copies can also be
specified. The number of distorted copies of an initial image is therefore either
determined by this probability or by the specified maximum number of copies.
c. For each image in the initial file the above steps are repeated.

3. Outline of IMAGES System
The image generating system IMAGE5 comprises six modules which appear
as options in the main menu of the system as shown in Figure 1.
The first option is the main,module for automatic generation of files of
images with specified properties and assigned to different categories. The second module lets the user manually construct images of any form within the
grid restrictions. The third module can introduce noise in copies of images
generated by the first or second module and put the distorted images into a
file of distorted images. The next three modules are utilities. The fourth nodule is permitting either a visual inspection of all images of a specified image
file or of selected individual images. The fifth module can be used to make
corrections in or addition to a specified image, while the last module lets the
user measure useful properties of the generated images.
Do you want to:
1. Automatic generation of images
2. Manual generation of images
3. Distort images
4. Display images
5. Correct images.
6. Test images.
Type number of option selected:
Object specifications:
Fig. 1: Main menu
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3.1 Automatic generation of images
Automatic generation of images is the main module of the system. The
basic algorithm of this module is the pseudo random generation of black dots
which form the image within the specified grid bordered by a frame and
initially considered all white. The standard pseudo-random generator built
into the standard ANSI C library is used. The properties of this generator are
well known through works related to this programming language.
The system allows the user to choose between starting the generation
with a:
1. default seed initial argument equal to 1, or a
2. selected seed (0<unsigned int<=MAX. RAND).
The use of a fixed seed generation has the advantage that the generation
can be replicated each time the system is booted up. If a new seed is selected
for each generation, different series of images will be generated each time. This
is a useful strategy when statistically independent files of images are required.
The system also requests information about the:
1. name which should be attatched to the image file generated,
2. size of the grid to be used in rows and columns,
3. probability distribution controlling the generation,
4. number of images to be generated,
5. maximum no. of objects in each image,
6. type of stepping restrictions,
7. maximum number of black dots in each object,
8. image termination probability,
9. object termination probability.
Name selection is restricted to a maximum of eight characters which is
the default. This can be changed by recompilation if the operating system
permits longer file names. The usual rules of the operating system for naming
files should be observed. Extensions are used by the system and cannot be
part of the selected names.
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Each location of the grid requires the equivalent of one byte. The size of the
grid is limited by available memory capasity which can be addressed by the
operating system and platform used. A 1000 by 1000 grid will require slightly
more than one megabyte. The reason for not using binary grids is to have
the possibility to include gray scaled and/or colored dots. The MAX. ROWS
and MAX. COLUMNS are present and can be adjusted to the platform used
before recompilation.
For control og dot generation, the user is asked to specify the following
probabilities for the step directions to the eight neighbor locations:
- p(f): forward
- p(fl): forward left
- p(fr); Forward right
- p(l): left
- p(r): right
- p(bl): backward left
- p(br): backward right
- p(b): bacward
The specification of the probabilities determines to a large extent the general form of the objects as well as their variation. The length of the path
forming the object is determined by specification of:
- p[to]: the object termination probability,
- DOTS: the maximum number of dots.
A hight termination probability will make the object paths shorter than
a low probability. The maximum number of dots can be used to avoid unnecessarily long paths, or the same number of dots in all objects if p[to]=0.
The user is also prompted for:
- p[ti]: probability of termination after each generated object,
- OBJECTS: maximum number of objects in each image.
The smaller the probability of image termination is specified, the higher
will the number of expected objects in each image be subject to the absolu
limit specified by the maximum number of objects. No image will contain
more than this maximum number of objects. If a fixed number of objects is
wanted, the image probability should be set to 0, and the maximum number
of objects equal to the desired number. If the number of objects should be
completely stochastically determined, the maximum number of objects should
be given a large value and p[ti] a convenient positive value.
The shape of objects is partly determined by the step probabilities. Their
form and relationship are, however, also be determined through the stepping
restriction type. The system gives the option of three types of restriction:
Type 1:
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Type 2:

The path of the object bounces to another neighbour location when encountering a border or the path of another
object.
Type 3: The path of the object bounces to another neighbour when
encountering a border, but may cross the path of another
object.
The rule for bouncing in type 2. and 3. objects is to investigate if there is
any possibility for stepping in another direction. If no such possibility exists,
the path has run into a deadlock and it is terminated. For example, if no
neighbouring location is vacant in a direction for which a non-zero probability
has been specified. If other possibilities exist, the possible steps are explored
according to the specified probabilities.
In this module each image is assigned a unique category numbered from 0
•,0 N-l in increasing order. The increasing ordering is assumed in module 6.
3.2 Manual construction of images
Before designing and running larger experiments, it may be desirable to
specify small prototype images to try out certain parameters. The second
module permits the user to specify the location of each dot of the image in
the grid as well as its category. It should be remembered that if module 6
is going to be used to test these images, they should be specifyed in such a
way that the category identifiers are non-decreasing through the sequence of
images and the number of images must be equal in each category.
In addition to the specification of grid size and the name of the file of
produced images, the user is promted for the information of the image category
and the location of each individual dot. In this mode the user has full control
of the image appearance, but the production of images is slow and not to be
recommnended except for pilot studies.
3.3 Distortion of images
A file of generated images is frequently used as an initial basic for generating one or more derived files of distorted images. IMAGES can also generate
the needed derived files. The images of a derived file are copies of images in
the first file after they have been exposed to noise. The images of a derived
file inherit the categories of the images of the initial file.
The first options presented to the user are:
- p[tc]: distorted copy termination probability,
- COPIES: the maximum number of distorted copies.
If the termination probability is set 1, or COPIES is set 1, the derived file
with distorted images will contain exactly the same number of images as the
initial file. If more COPIES are specified and the termination probability is
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set 0, the derived file will consist of a number of images which is a multiple
of the number of images of the initial file. It should be noted that the testing
possibilities of module 6 are not all applicabe if p[tc]>0.
One of three types of noise can be introduced:
1. 'white noise' through which the dots of the images may be erased,
2. 'black noise' trough which new dots may appear in the image,«
3. 'mixed noise' through which dots may both be added and erased.
The strength of noise is specified by the probabilities, p(wn) and p(bn).
If alternative 'white noise' is selected, white probability p(wn)=0.05 will f.ex.
erase in average every 20th dot of the initial image in the copy. A 'black
noise" choise probability p(bn)=0.02 will put an extra black dot in the cop.)
for about every 50th vacant location of the initial image. For the 'mixed noise'
alternative, separate probabilities for white and black nois^ can be specified.
The image may f.ex. be inverted by selecting p(wn)=l and p(bn)=l.
There is no limit for the number of distorted files which can be generated
from one initial file. In this way any desired number of test files can be created for testing the robustness of the learning and recall abilities of a certain
network model.
3.4 Display of images
After the generation of a set of images, the display module permits the
user to visually inspect either all images or a selected image by responding
to the system with the number of the image wanted. The user can choose
between inspecting a single image or all images in the sequence they were
generated.
Each location displayed occupies the space of a character on the screen.
To be able to inspect large grids, the user is asked to specify the size of the
corner of the window, several windows can be inspected for each image so
that the whole image can be studied.
3.5 Modification of images
Any image in a specified file can be changed. There are two options:
1. Changes in individual images can be done.
2. A template change can be impressed on all images.
In the first option, the image to be changed is selected. Then the image
and its category are displayed in the form described above under display and
followed by a request to indicate whether a change in the generated category
is wanted. If yes, a new category can be typed. The user is then prorated to
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make changes in any location of the grid. If a specified grid location is white,
it will be changed to a black dot and vice versa. Any number of locations in
any image may be changed by repeating the procedure.
The second option lets the user specify a template grid with one or more
black dots. The dots of the template are all transferred to each image of the
file. This option may be of particular importance for generating experiments
with network model which are able to learn threshold or bias values.
3.6 Image measure and tests
Samples of images can be characterized in different ways. IMAGES permits
through option 6 of the main menu the user to:
1. Compute the number of black dots in locations, categories and files.
2. Tabulation of dot sums and densities in categories and files.
3. Compute the overlap in categories and files.
The first option computes the basic for the remaining two options and
must be executed before any of the other options are selected. The grid of size
ROWS times COLUMNS, is considered as a vector with ROWS*COLUMNS
elements with an additional element for the sum of all vector elements. For
each category and file a vector with the sum of black dots for each location
and the vector sum is computed.
Option two can display a specified part of the vector. The default size of
the display which can be inspected is 15 elements. The user can specify which
part of the vector he wants to inspect. The inspection of category vector gives
a rough impression of the distribution of the black dots in the grid. It also
displayes relative density defined by:
relative density = average of black dots per image/number of grid locations
f

or each category as well as for the whole file.

Option three computes the overlap of images for each category and for the
whole file. The overlap measure is defined as the ratio:
overlap = (T-Tmin)/(Tmax-Tmin)
where T is the sum of the squared sums of black dots for each location
as computed by option 1 and displayed by option 2. Train and Tmax are the
minimum and the maximum value for T. The overlap measure will have a value
between 0 and 1, 0 indicates no overlap among the images in the considered
category or file, while an overlap with value 1 indicates identical images in
the category or file. When used for individual categories, the computation
assumes that there is an equal number of images in each category.
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4. Implementation of IMAGES
4.1 Language and portability
IMAGES has been implemented in ANSI C and makes use of standard
library functions only. It can be ported to most platforms for which a ANSI C
compiler is available. It has been successfully compiled without modification
using Turbo C on DOS PC's, and SunOS C, IBM Extended C and UNILINE
88 C on UNIX workstations.
4.2 Architecture
The system is composed of one processing file:
image5.c
and one specific header file:
image, xn.h
The 'image5.c'includes all the modules, while 'image, xn.h'specifies the necessary C library include files, defines the maximum size of the grid and several other parameters used as default values in IMAGE5. This is also used
as an include file in several ANN model programs to make them compatible
with the image files generated by the IMAGE5 system.
4.3 Type definition
For use of the generated files of images, their structures must be known.
Each generated set of images results in two binary files with the following
names:
<user-specified namo.par
and
<user-specified name>.dat
The first file contains the necessary parameters in one record defined and
declared by:
struct PARAMETERS
{
int ROWS;
int COLUMNS;
int IMAGES;
int CATEGORIES;
} parameters;
The second file contains the binary image representations defined and declared
by:
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struct PATTERN
{
jnt image, i;
int category;
char grid [MAX. ROWS+1][MAX. COLUMNS+1];
} pattern;
In application programs, the files can be accessed by the usual standard io
functions, f.ex:
parameter. file=fopen(<user. specified name>.par,"rb"),
case. file=fopen (<user_ specified name>.dat,"rb"),
and read by means of
fread(<user_ defined pointer> ,size of parameters, 1, parameter, file),
fread(<user. defined pointer>,size of pattern,!, case, file),
4.4 Limitations
The system has a number of limitations and further implications a few of
which should be mentioned. The maximum size of the grid is basic. Since each
location in the grid requires one byte, a 100x100 grid requires approximately
10K bytes. Most machine platforms today permit larger grids. However, depending on the subsequent processing care should be taken no to make the
grids too large. A grid of 10K implies also an input vector with 10 000 elements. In a single layer neural network model which assumes 100 processing
units, a weight matrix of 1 000 000 of real numbers is required. In multilayered network models, a 100x100 grid and 100 categories can easily exhaust the
capacity of smaller platforms.
The limitations of the probability distribution controlling the automatic
generation of images can in some situations be unsatisfactory. A stepping
algorithm which is based on more than the two lest dots may be needed to
generated some specific types of images.
The distortion options are limited. For instance a possibility to increase
the distortion probabilities in the neighborhood of the initial image may be
important/ Also the possibility of clustering distortion effects can in some
situations be a realistic possibility.
As indicated in the introductory part of this paper, the current version of
IMAGES cannot generate images with multi-valued dots which is necessary
to represent colors or scales of grey.
Finally, IMAGE5 cannot generate three-dimensional objects or animation
sequences of images which will be needed for experimenting with ANN models designed for learning and treating representations of bodies and their
movements.
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5. Examples of Applications
The image examples described in this section have been prepared by the
IMAGE5 system running on an IBM RS 6000 computer.

5.1 Simple images using the manual option
The first example illustrates how to use IMAGES for representing the well
known TC problem in a set of 8 images [RUMELHART]. The problem consists
of producing the four versions of each the letters T and C obtained by turning
the letter 90 degrees around the center point of the image.
By convention letter T» images are assigned to category 0 and letter C
images to category 1. The manual option of the main menu is selected and a
grid of size 3x3 specified. Each letter is specified by 5 dots and represented in
4 images each representing one of the four versions possible.
The result is as illustrated by Fig. 2.
**»*»
*****
*****
*****
* + *
*+ *
* +*
*-(-H-*
* + *
*+++*
* -t *
*+++*
*+ *
* +*
* + *
*****
**«**
*****
Image no.
Image no.: 3
Image no.
Image no.: 1

*****
* ++*
* +*
* -H-*

*****

Image no.: 4

*
*
*+++*
* + *
*+ +*
•-H- *
*****
no.: 6
linage no..- 5
Fig. 2: TC problem images

*+++*
*
*
*****
Image no.: ?

The file of eight images can be processed in an ANN learning mode and
then presented for the network in its recall mode to see if it manages to assign
correct categories to each of them. The theory tells us that this is not always
possible.

5.2 Single-object images
As pointed out in section 3, the main option is the automatic generation
of images. A number of options are available. To illustrate the possibilities, we
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define a grid of 15x40 locations which can be handled easily by most displayes,
and select 1 object for each image to be presented. We may think of a situation
in which we want to teach a machine to recognize a set of separate objects.
The grid has 600 locations and we restrict the size of objects to a maximum
50 dots. The object termination probability is specified equal to 0, that is all
generated images will have 50 dots if the path does not run into a deadlock.
The initial seed for the pseudo random generation is set to the arbitrary
integer 12345.
Our images are products of a conditional random walking. We choose the
following probabilities for this illustration:
-

p(f): 0.5
p(fl): 0.1
p(fr): 0.1
p(l): 0.05
p(r): 0.05
p(bl): 0.1
p(br): 0.1
p(b): 0.0

This probability distribution is geometrically symmetric around the backwardforward line.
******************************************
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*

-f-H-

*

*

++

*

*

+

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
******************************************

Image no.: 0
Diagnosis: o
This window starts at line 0 and column 0:
Do you want more widiws displayed (y/n):

Fig. 3: Type 1 restricted image
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Images of the generation for each of the three types of path restrictions
are illustrated in Fig. 3, 4 and 5. For restriction of type l.in which the path
already after seven dots the object is terminated because the next step collided
with the path itself.
The restriction of type 2 permits bouncing when the path or the border
is met. The illustration in Fig. 4 demonstrated that the number of specified
dots, 50, has been generated. It can be seen that the image of Fig. 3 is part
of the image of Fig. 4.
******************************************
*
*
Mill +

*

++ + -H- +
• I
j,
i

*
*

-+•

*

•H-

-H-

+ -T-H-

+

*
*

+ -H-

*

+ +

*
*
*
*,

*
*

*

*

:k

******************************************

Image no.: 0
Diagnosis: 0

This window starts at line 0 and column 0:
Do you want more windows displeyed (y/n):
Fig. 4: Type 2 restricted image
The last restriction permits the path to overlap it self, but bounces when it
encounters a border. This image contains 42 dots. Since this is a less restrictive
type than the previous and the path cannot be trapped in a deadlock eight
dots must be invisible because they are overlapped.
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********S********K«****»******»***********

Image no.: 0
Diagnosis: 0
This window starts at line 0 and column 0:
Do you want more windows displeyed (y/n):
Fig. 5: Type 3 restricted image
5.3. Multi-object images
In many applications,. there may be several objects in each image. The
generation specification which produced Fig. 5, can be modified to include 5
objects and an object termination probability p[to]=0.2.
The result of the first image is reproduced in Fig. 6.
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******************************************

*
*
*
*
*

*

•H-

*

+ +

*

+++

*

+ +-H•f +
+

*
*

+

*

*

+

*
4.

*

-H-

*

+

*
+

+

*

•H-

*

+

*

+-H-

+

*
*

-H-++

+
+

*
*

+
+

*
*
*
*
*
#

******#********#******************#*******

Image no.: 0
Diagnosis: 0
This window starts at line 0 and column 0:
Do you want more windows displeyed (y/n):
Fig. 6: Multi-object image
Only 4 objects are separable and can easily be recognized in th;s figure.
Repeated, generation of an image with the same specification, but with only
4 objects, will disclose that the fifth object is identical with the 11 leftmost
dots of the image adjacent to another object of 10 dots. Because of the object
termination probability the average number of dots per object varies from
from 2 to 11.
5.4 Images distorted by noise
The problem of recognizing an image can frequently be considered to be
caused by some sort of random noise. The image may be distorted by an evenly
distributed 'ran'of dots, the more dense the less sharp will the image be. We
choose COPIES=1. Let us use the image from Fig. 6 as a base and distort
the picture with 'black noise'according to a probability p[bn]=0.1. The result
is displayed in Fig. 7. It indicates that it may still be possible for the human
eye to percieve the original image, but the question is if a neural network can
learn to distinguish the image of Fig. 6 from other images when they all are
exposed to such a high probability of black noise.
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******************************************
*
-H- +
*

*
+

*

+

*
*

-H-

*

+ +++

*

+

*
*
*

>

+

*

+

*
+
+

+

*
*

*

-H-

*

.

+

*
*

»

.

+
.+

*

-H-

*

+

*

+
+

*
*
* .
*

*

*

*

*

#****X*****ac*******:t:l£:********* * * * * * * * * * * * * "

Image no.: 0
Diagnosis: 0
This window starts at line 0 and column 0:
Do you want more windows displeyed (y/n):
Fig. 8: Distorted image. White noise
As can be seen the objects are fragmented, and we have 8 separable objects
instead of the 4 of the initial image. The number of dots per object is also
reduced to less then 4 in avareage.
5.6 Measuring and testing images
To illustrate the last set options in IMAGES, we use the generation specification already described in 5.2 and generate 20 images. Running the first
and second option we obtain the sum data:
1 711 black dots
600 locations per image
89 black dost per image
0.145 relative density of black dots.
The data indicate as should be expected a moderate relative density of black
dots.
The overlap can be computed for the same images. Since each category
includes only one images, the overlap is relevant only for the complete fi'r
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Minimum sum of squares: 4 955
Minimum sum of squares: 34 121
Minimum sum of squares: 6 331
Overlap: 0.05
The overlap measure shows a low overlap which was in this case already
indicated by a low relative density.
The assumptions for the F-distribution and an analysis of variance are
obviously not satisfied in this example since the elements of the table are
either 0 or 1.
A new set of 10 distorted images for each of the 20 primary images was
generated with black noise probability 0.05. The computing of relative density
;
ves the following results for complete file:
2 353 black dots
117 dots per image
0.185 black dot density
Compared witch the previous example we can see that the relative density
has increased from 0.145 to 0.185 which corresponds quite well with what
should be expected by transforming about 5 percent of the remaining white
locations to black dots.
We can run the overlap computation on this new and inspect the results
for an arbitrary category, say category 9, which shows overlap=0.80. We can
conclude that the 10 images of the category have a moderate overlap.
The overlap computations for the whole file of 200 images give an overlap=0.04. We can see that if the results from category 9 are representative
for the other categories, the overlap is considerably higher within categories
than in the complete file. From this observation we can conclude that the ten
images within a category are more similar than ten randomly drawn images
from the file which we also should expect.

-.—'"

Example of Applying IMAGES Images in ANN

The ultimate aim of generating images is to test the abilities of ANN to
learn and distinguish different images. To demonstrate the use of the synthetic
images in empirical work, a few examples are presented. For this demonstration we use a network system XNET6 which is a single-layer network model
using the Widrow-Hoff learning algorithm. XNET6 was developed to investigate the abilities of single-layer models to learn and distinguish complicated
images and recognize distorted copies of the training images.
For the demonstration to be presented, a set of 50 different images of size
15x40 was generated. Each image has a maximum of 3 objects. An image
termination probability p[ti]=0.2 was used. Each object was restricted to maximum 30 dots, but a dot termination probability p[to]=0.1 was also in effect.
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The step probabilities used were those already specified in section 4.2 above.
To ascertain that a threshold learning could be established during the later
learning process, a template correction with a predescribed dot in location 0,0
was applied to each generated image.
XNET6 is a single layer network program which can learn weights as well
as threshold values for output units. The program was specified to work with
an activation function which produced output values 1 for each output unit the
weighted input sum of which was equal or greater than the individual unit's
threshold value. The specified 15*40=600 input elements and the 50 output
categories resulted in a weight matrix of 600*50=30.000 weights. The weights
were initially randomly set in the range of-0.2<weight<=0.2. The algorithm
used a learning rate equal to 0.3. The learning process was terminated after 6
cycles when the weight matrix had converged to a set which gave no difference'
for the 50 images.
By means of IMAGE5 a second series of 250 images was then generated
by making 5 independently distorted copies of each image in the initial series.
The distortion of the initial images was obtained by means of black noise with
a probability of 0.05 which means that in addition to the initial image every
20th location in average was made black.
When the 250 distorted images were presented to XNET6, trained with the
initial 50 undistorted images, the network managed to recognize 181 images,
or 72.4% of the images, correctly. Taking into account, that these 250 images
were unknown to the network and belonged to 50 different image categories
which had been shown to the system in 6 only repeated cycles, the result
must be very competitive to human perceptron and categorization. However,
an even better result can be obtained by more advanced ANN models.
A similar experiment was carried out by distorting the images by white
noise. XNET6 recognized 230 images or 92% correctly. As could be expected,
the task of recognizing the reduced images was much easier than the previous
test of recognizing expanded images.
Synthetic images from IMAGE5 have also been used by Ellingsen and
Heggdal in comparing properties of backpropagation and counterpropagatio
networks, models [5].

7. Final Remarks
The present report is part of a project in which the properties of knowledge based systems and neural network models are explored. Some of the results from the studies of knowledge based systems were discussed in [2]. The
strategy of exploration is experimental simulations based on synthetic data.
Previous work on network models by this author have been discussed in [3],
[4]Reports under preparation deal with detailed explorations of the perfor-
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mance characteristics selected network architectures and algorithms. The purpose of these studies is to gain useful experience which permits efficient incorporation of ANN components into large administrative information systems.
Future reports will focus on identification of typical functions which can be
implemented by means of such components and comparative studies in specific
application domains.
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